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‘People say that I am a quarrelsome woman...’ TARABAI, MARATHA QUEEN (1675–1761)
The history of India, more often than not, is a history of the men who were in charge. Largely
forgotten are the women who, even centuries earlier, shaped the fates of entire kingdoms. In
The Women Who Ruled India, writer and researcher Archana Garodia Gupta revives 20 such
powerful figures from the archives, offering us a glimpse of their fascinating lives. Among them
are Begum Samru, a courtesan who went on to become the head of a mercenary army and the
ruler of Sardhana; Didda of Kashmir, known for her keen political instinct and a ruthlessness
that spared no one; Rani Abbakka of Ullal, the fearless queen who took on Portuguese
colonizers in their heyday; and Rani Mangammal of Madurai, the famed administrator who built
alliances at a time when going to war was the order of the day. These women and others like
them built roads, instituted laws and were generous patrons of the arts and sciences. Their
stories of valour and diplomacy, leadership and wit continue to inspire today. Peppered with
anecdotes that showcase little-known facets of their personalities, the accounts in this book
celebrate heroic rulers who – ‘quarrelsome’ though they might have been – were iconoclasts:
unafraid to forge new paths.
A floating prison is home to Earth's unwanted people, where they are forgotten... but not yet
dead, in this wild science fiction adventure Deep space penal colony Oubliette, population:
scum. Lena "Horror" Horowitz leads the Daughters of Forgotten Light, one of three vicious
gangs fighting for survival on Oubliette. Their fragile truce is shaken when a new shipment
arrives from Earth carrying a fresh batch of prisoners and supplies to squabble over. But the
delivery includes two new surprises: a drone, and a baby. Earth Senator Linda Dolfuse wants
evidence of the bloodthirsty gangs to justify the government finally eradicating the wasters
dumped on Oubliette. There's only one problem: the baby in the drone's video may be hers.
File Under:Science Fiction [ Banged Up |Out of Mind |Girls Gone Bad | Moppet in Space ]
Presents the wisdom of many early women Christian leaders, discussing the meanings of their
teachings and the spirituality of their lives, and also providing a time line, glossary, selected
bibliography, calendar of feasts, and ordination rite.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The little-known true story of Marie-Madeleine Fourcade,
the woman who headed the largest spy network in occupied France during World War II, from
the bestselling author of Citizens of London and Last Hope Island “Brava to Lynne Olson for a
biography that should challenge any outdated assumptions about who deserves to be called a
hero.”—The Washington Post NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR
AND THE WASHINGTON POST In 1941 a thirty-one-year-old Frenchwoman, a young mother
born to privilege and known for her beauty and glamour, became the leader of a vast
intelligence organization—the only woman to serve as a chef de résistance during the war.
Strong-willed, independent, and a lifelong rebel against her country’s conservative, patriarchal
society, Marie-Madeleine Fourcade was temperamentally made for the job. Her group’s name
was Alliance, but the Gestapo dubbed it Noah’s Ark because its agents used the names of
animals as their aliases. The name Marie-Madeleine chose for herself was Hedgehog: a tough
little animal, unthreatening in appearance, that, as a colleague of hers put it, “even a lion
would hesitate to bite.” No other French spy network lasted as long or supplied as much
crucial intelligence—including providing American and British military commanders with a
55-foot-long map of the beaches and roads on which the Allies would land on D-Day—as
Alliance. The Gestapo pursued them relentlessly, capturing, torturing, and executing hundreds
of its three thousand agents, including Fourcade’s own lover and many of her key spies.
Although Fourcade, the mother of two young children, moved her headquarters every few
weeks, constantly changing her hair color, clothing, and identity, she was captured twice by the
Nazis. Both times she managed to escape—once by slipping naked through the bars of her jail
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cell—and continued to hold her network together even as it repeatedly threatened to crumble
around her. Now, in this dramatic account of the war that split France in two and forced its
people to live side by side with their hated German occupiers, Lynne Olson tells the fascinating
story of a woman who stood up for her nation, her fellow citizens, and herself. “Fast-paced and
impressively researched . . . Olson writes with verve and a historian’s authority. . . . With this
gripping tale, Lynne Olson pays [Marie-Madeleine Fourcade] what history has so far denied
her. France, slow to confront the stain of Vichy, would do well to finally honor a fighter most of
us would want in our foxhole.”—The New York Times Book Review
'To say this series is "empowering" doesn't do it justice. Buy a copy for your daughters, sisters,
mums, aunts and nieces - just make sure you buy a copy for your sons, brothers, dads, uncles
and nephews, too.' - Independent The women who shaped and were erased from our history.
Forgotten Women is a new series of books that uncover the lost herstories of influential women
who have refused over hundreds of years to accept the hand they've been dealt and, as a
result, have formed, shaped and changed the course of our futures. The Artists brings together
the stories of 48* brilliant woman artists who made huge yet unacknowledged contributions to
the history of art, including Camille Claudel, the extraordinarily talented sculptor who was
always unfairly overshadowed by her lover, Rodin; Baroness Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven,
who has been claimed as the true originator of Marcel Duchamp's Fountain; and Ana
Mendieta, the Cuban refugee who approached violence against women through her
performance art before her own untimely death. With chapters ranging from Figurative to
Photography, and Craft to Conceptual, this is an alternative guide to art history that
demonstrates the broad range of artistic movements that included, and were often pioneered
by, female artists who have been largely overlooked. *The number of Nobel-prize-winning
women.
Who Said Men Get to Monopolize the Glory? Discover the Little Known Women Who Have Put
the World's Alpha Males on the Map. From ancient times to the present, men have gotten most
of the good ink. Yet standing just outside the spotlight are the extraordinary, and overlooked,
wives and companions who are just as instrumental in shaping the destinies of their
famous—and infamous—men. This witty, illuminating book reveals the remarkable stories of forty
captivating females, from Constance Lloyd (Mrs. Oscar Wilde) to Carolyn Adams (Mrs. Jerry
Garcia), who have stood behind their legendary partners and helped to humanize them, often
at the cost of their own careers, reputations, and happiness. Through fame and its attendant
ills—alcoholism, infidelity, mental illness, divorce, and even attempted murder—these powerful
women quietly propelled their men to the top and changed the course of history. Meet the
Untold Half of History, Including: •Alma Reville (Mrs. Alfred Hitchcock) •Elena Diakonova (Mrs.
Salvador Dali) •Winifred Madikizela (Mrs. Nelson Mandela) •Ann Charteris (Mrs. Ian Fleming,
a.k.a. Mrs. James Bond) •Ruth Alpern (Mrs. Bernie Maddoff) And 35 more!
'To say this series is "empowering" doesn't do it justice. Buy a copy for your daughters, sisters,
mums, aunts and nieces - just make sure you buy a copy for your sons, brothers, dads, uncles
and nephews, too.' - Independent The women who shaped and were erased from our history.
Forgotten Women is a new series of books that uncover the lost herstories of influential women
who have refused over hundreds of years to accept the hand they've been dealt and, as a
result, have formed, shaped and changed the course of our futures. From leaders and
scientists to artists and writers, the fascinating stories of these women that time forgot are now
celebrated, putting their achievements firmly back on the map. The Writers celebrates 48*
unsung genius female writers from throughout history and across the world, including the Girl
Stunt Reporters, who went undercover to write exposés on the ills of 1890s America; Aemilia
Lanyer, the contemporary of Shakespeare whose polemical re-writing of The Bible's Passion
Story is regarded as one of the earliest feminist works of literature; and Sarojini Naidu, the
freedom fighter and 'Nightingale of India' whose poetry echoed her political desire for Indian
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independence. Including writers from across a wide spectrum of disciplines including poets,
journalists, novelists, essayists and diarists, this is an alternative gynocentric history of
literature that will surprise, empower, and leave you with a reading list a mile long. *The
number of Nobel-prize-winning women.
On a dark and stormy night, two mysterious women invade an unnamed narrator’s house,
where they proceed to ruthlessly question their host’s gender and identity. The increasingly
frantic protagonist fails to defend his supposed masculinity and eventually finds himself in a
sanatorium. A Gothic tale of destabilized male-female binaries and subverted literary tropes,
this is the book's first English publication.

Selected for the Evening Standard present gift guide of the year 'To say this
series is "empowering" doesn't do it justice. Buy a copy for your daughters,
sisters, mums, aunts and nieces - just make sure you buy a copy for your sons,
brothers, dads, uncles and nephews, too.' - indy100 'Here's to no more forgotten
women.' Evening Standard The women who shaped and were erased from our
history. The Forgotten Women series will uncover the lost histories of the
influential women who have refused over hundreds of years to accept the hand
they've been dealt and, as a result, have formed, shaped and changed the
course of our futures. The Leaders weaves together 48* unforgettable portraits of
the true pioneers and leaders who made huge yet unacknowledged contributions
to history, including: Grace O'Malley, the 16th century Irish pirate queen Sylvia
Rivera, who spearheaded the modern transgender rights movement Agent 355,
the unknown rebel spy who played a pivotal role in the American Revolution Noor
Inayat Khan, who went undercover to spy for the French Resistance and became
Nazi enemy no. 1 Amina of Zazzau, the formidable ancient Muslim warrior queen
of Northern Nigeria Chapters including Rebels; Warriors; Rulers; Activists and
Reformers shine a spotlight on the rebellious women who defied the odds, and
the opposition, to change the world around them. *The number of Nobel-prizewinning women.
Emerging from the darkness of the slave era and Reconstruction, black activist
women Lucy Craft Laney, Mary McLeod Bethune, Charlotte Hawkins Brown, and
Nannie Helen Burroughs founded schools aimed at liberating African-American
youth from disadvantaged futures in the segregated and decidedly unequal
South. From the late nineteenth through mid-twentieth centuries, these
individuals fought discrimination as members of a larger movement of black
women who uplifted future generations through a focus on education, social
service, and cultural transformation. Born free, but with the shadow of the slave
past still implanted in their consciousness, Laney, Bethune, Brown, and
Burroughs built off each other’s successes and learned from each other’s
struggles as administrators, lecturers, and suffragists. Drawing from the
women’s own letters and writings about educational methods and from
remembrances of surviving students, Audrey Thomas McCluskey reveals the
pivotal significance of this sisterhood’s legacy for later generations and for the
institution of education itself.
Historical non-fiction , 245 pages with illustrations
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The inspiring, unlikely, laugh-out-loud story of how one woman learned to
lead–and how she ultimately succeeded, not despite her many mistakes, but
because of them. This is the story of how Kristen Hadeed built Student Maid, a
cleaning company where people are happy, loyal, productive, and empowered,
even while they’re mopping floors and scrubbing toilets. It’s the story of how she
went from being an almost comically inept leader to a sought-after CEO who
teaches others how to lead. Hadeed unintentionally launched Student Maid while
attending college ten years ago. Since then, Student Maid has employed
hundreds of students and is widely recognized for its industry-leading retention
rate and its culture of trust and accountability. But Kristen and her company were
no overnight sensation. In fact, they were almost nothing at all. Along the way,
Kristen got it wrong almost as often as she got it right. Giving out hugs instead of
feedback, fixing errors instead of enforcing accountability, and hosting parties
instead of cultivating meaningful relationships were just a few of her many
mistakes. But Kristen’s willingness to admit and learn from those mistakes
helped her give her people the chance to learn from their own screwups too.
Permission to Screw Up dismisses the idea that leaders and organizations
should try to be perfect. It encourages people of all ages to go for it and learn to
lead by acting, rather than waiting or thinking. Through a brutally honest and
often hilarious account of her own struggles, Kristen encourages us to embrace
our failures and proves that we’ll be better leaders when we do.
In my five years of interviewing the twelve powerful women leaders profiled in this
book, I could clearly detect the personal power each developed through the
decisions and choices she made at critical times in her life. Though each leader
took a unique path, similarities between these women emerged: cultivating
competency, connectivity, and strong character. Without exception, each leader
placed a premium on communication and caring. All recognized the importance
of building strong teams and solid relationships, making a personal commitment
to the pursuit of excellence as she continually and passionately enhanced her
capacity to lead effectively. None of these women felt their jobs were easy. Far
from it. Some of their biggest lessons were spawned from failure, and each
woman had the confidence to learn from her mistakes and move on. It seemed
that all twelve of these women leaders sought deeper knowledge from the
unseen spiritual realm, and this became a powerful part of how she guided the
course of her life and career success. All spoke about vision and values and
universal truths that guided their personal and professional lives. They learned
about developing strategic partnerships, working effectively with people,
balancing work and home life, handling tough decisions and recovering from bad
ones-all keys to maintaining a sense of inner calm in the eye of any storm they
faced. My hope is that you learn what you need from our unstoppable twelve
leaders. I hope their stories will provide you with insight and inspiration to move
forward toward your passion, whether you serve in a business or nonprofit
environment, as a volunteer leader in your community, or in your home. May the
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words of wisdom in these personal accounts provide a shortcut to learning that
will propel you toward new levels of responsibility and far greater contributions
than you might ever have imagined. For more information or to contact me about
speaking visit: www.maryjanemapes.com
The bestselling author delves into his past and discovers the inspiring story of his
grandmother’s extraordinary life She was black and a woman and a prosecutor,
a graduate of Smith College and the granddaughter of slaves, as dazzlingly
unlikely a combination as one could imagine in New York of the 1930s—and
without the strategy she devised, Lucky Luciano, the most powerful Mafia boss in
history, would never have been convicted. When special prosecutor Thomas E.
Dewey selected twenty lawyers to help him clean up the city’s underworld, she
was the only member of his team who was not a white male. Eunice Hunton
Carter, Stephen Carter’s grandmother, was raised in a world of stultifying
expectations about race and gender, yet by the 1940s, her professional and
political successes had made her one of the most famous black women in
America. But her triumphs were shadowed by prejudice and tragedy. Greatly
complicating her rise was her difficult relationship with her younger brother,
Alphaeus, an avowed Communist who—together with his friend Dashiell
Hammett—would go to prison during the McCarthy era. Yet she remained
unbowed. Moving, haunting, and as fast-paced as a novel, Invisible tells the true
story of a woman who often found her path blocked by the social and political
expectations of her time. But Eunice Carter never accepted defeat, and thanks to
her grandson’s remarkable book, her long forgotten story is once again visible.
Based on the New York Times bestselling book and the Academy
Award–nominated movie, author Margot Lee Shetterly and Coretta Scott King
Illustrator Honor Award winner Laura Freeman bring the incredibly inspiring true
story of four black women who helped NASA launch men into space to picture
book readers! Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson, Katherine Johnson, and
Christine Darden were good at math…really good. They participated in some of
NASA's greatest successes, like providing the calculations for America's first
journeys into space. And they did so during a time when being black and a
woman limited what they could do. But they worked hard. They persisted. And
they used their genius minds to change the world. In this beautifully illustrated
picture book edition, we explore the story of four female African American
mathematicians at NASA, known as "colored computers," and how they
overcame gender and racial barriers to succeed in a highly challenging STEMbased career. "Finally, the extraordinary lives of four African American women
who helped NASA put the first men in space is available for picture book
readers," proclaims Brightly in their article "18 Must-Read Picture Books of 2018."
"Will inspire girls and boys alike to love math, believe in themselves, and reach
for the stars." This nonfiction picture book is an excellent choice to share in the
classroom or for homeschooling.
Have you ever wondered why there arent more stories about women in the
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Bible? Forgotten Women of God, by Diana Webb, pairs captivating accounts of
faithful women from ancient texts with modern research to offer insightful glances
into the lives of the women who were left out of the Bible. Explore the little-known
details behind the captivating tales of Susanna, Judith, Aseneth, Hagar, Tamar,
and others to gain a greater understanding of the powerful influence that these
holy women have had on the history of mankind.
A gripping novel set during Mussolini’s 1935 invasion of Ethiopia, The Shadow King takes us
back to the first real conflict of World War II, casting light on the women soldiers who were left
out of the historical record. With the threat of Mussolini’s army looming, recently orphaned
Hirut struggles to adapt to her new life as a maid in Kidane and his wife Aster’s household.
Kidane, an officer in Emperor Haile Selassie’s army, rushes to mobilize his strongest men
before the Italians invade. His initial kindness to Hirut shifts into a flinty cruelty when she
resists his advances, and Hirut finds herself tumbling into a new world of thefts and violations,
of betrayals and overwhelming rage. Meanwhile, Mussolini’s technologically advanced army
prepares for an easy victory. Hundreds of thousands of Italians—Jewish photographer Ettore
among them—march on Ethiopia seeking adventure. As the war begins in earnest, Hirut, Aster,
and the other women long to do more than care for the wounded and bury the dead. When
Emperor Haile Selassie goes into exile and Ethiopia quickly loses hope, it is Hirut who offers a
plan to maintain morale. She helps disguise a gentle peasant as the emperor and soon
becomes his guard, inspiring other women to take up arms against the Italians. But how could
she have predicted her own personal war as a prisoner of one of Italy’s most vicious officers,
who will force her to pose before Ettore’s camera? What follows is a gorgeously crafted and
unputdownable exploration of female power, with Hirut as the fierce, original, and brilliant voice
at its heart. In incandescent, lyrical prose, Maaza Mengiste breathes life into complicated
characters on both sides of the battle line, shaping a heartrending, indelible exploration of what
it means to be a woman at war.
The role of women in the workplace has rapidly advanced and changed within the previous
decade, leading to a current position in which women are taking over leadership roles and
being offered these positions more than ever before. However, a gap still exists with the
representation of women in the workforce especially in power positions and roles of authority in
organizations. While the representation of women in leadership roles is impressive and exciting
for the future, women still face many challenges when taking over these positions of power and
face many issues related to gender inclusivity. There is also still gender bias and discrimination
against women who have been given the opportunity to become authority figures. It is essential
to acknowledge and discuss these critical issues and challenges that women in leadership
roles must handle to better understand the current climate of gender roles across various
industries and types of leadership. The Research Anthology on Challenges for Women in
Leadership Roles discusses the role of women in positions of authority across diverse
industries and businesses. By reviewing the biases, struggles, discrimination, and overall
challenges of being a woman in a powerful role, women leaders can be better understood for
their role in a male-dominated world. This includes topics of concern such as equal treatment,
proper implementation of women’s policies, social justice activism, discrimination, and sexual
harassment in the workplace, and the importance of diversity and empowerment of women in
leadership positions with chapters pertaining specifically to African-American, Hispanic, Asian,
and Middle Eastern women. This book is ideal for professionals, researchers, managers,
executives, leaders, academicians, sociologists, policymakers, and students in fields that
include humanities, social sciences, women’s studies, gender studies, business management,
management science, health sciences, educational studies, and political sciences.
Kirsten Swinth reconstructs the comprehensive vision of feminism’s second wave at a time
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when its principles are under renewed attack. In the struggle for equality at home and at work,
it was not feminism that failed to deliver on the promise that women can have it all, but a
society that balked at making the changes for which activists fought.
Examines three key works by women--the fifteenth-century "Book of the City of Ladies" by
Christine de Pizan, Elizabeth Cady Stanton's memoirs, and Virginia Woolf's "A Room of One's
Own," to explore the making of history from a woman's perspective.
Women and men are equally capable as leaders, but women have been trained to be nice.
Being nice can take us only so far then it trips us up. To be effective, we need to reach inside
ourselves and realize that just as mothers would walk in front of a bus to save their child, so we
each can find a similar passion and commitment that pushes us onward removing fear and
doubt so we simply do what we know to be right.Do you have to be born a leader? Have a
title? Be a man? A certain age? The answer is: no. Each of us has leadership potential within
and when we do our inner work, we can be the leader of our family, company, or
community.Failure and mistakes are not generally accepted as the road to success, but they
are often our most powerful tools to growth. Read how others, including Abraham Lincoln,
used failed attempts to spur them on.Read stories of leaders and find out their secrets. Learn
to recognize mercenaries and real leaders, and decide which you want to be. There are
challenges throughout the book that provide valuable lessons to enhance your leadership
skills.In Feisty & Fearless: Nice Girls CAN Be Leaders:* The characteristics of effective
leaders* 14 Exercises to guide you through your work in becoming a more effective leader*
Discover that Caring is one of the keys to authentic leadershipRead stories of women leaders:*
An artist who empowers children* A successful CEO who puts her family first* A divorced
mother who reinvented herself to provide for her children* An actress turned successful
business owner who heals a family rift* A child leader* A company leader who thinks
empowering others is her main job* A world-renowned expert and author who puts her ego
aside* A feminist who lets nothing stop her in her work to have women learn how to be
safe"Wow, at last! Here is a feminist voice that covers discrimination of all colors and sizes bigotry against women, Jews, immigrants, having red hair, too little money and too much, fat,
bossy. The list is endless." Carolyn Howard-Johnson, award-winning author of Imperfect
Echoes"We all have a back story, the failures and the poor decision making we recognise
when we look back on our lives, and Pauline Is refreshingly frank about her own ups and
downs. Her determination to step up and show responsibility is a practical manual in leadership
skills which will inspire and motivate many women."Karen Abrams Lawyer/Lecturer, U.K.
Based on Mackenzi Lee’s popular weekly Twitter series of the same name, Bygone Badass
Broads features 52 remarkable and forgotten trailblazing women from all over the world. With
tales of heroism and cunning, in-depth bios and witty storytelling, Bygone Badass Broads gives
new life to these historic female pioneers. Starting in the fifth century BC and continuing to the
present, the book takes a closer look at bold and inspiring women who dared to step outside
the traditional gender roles of their time. Coupled with riveting illustrations and Lee’s
humorous and conversational storytelling style, this book is an outright celebration of the
badass women who paved the way for the rest of us.
Part graphic novel, part memoir, Wake is an imaginative tour-de-force that tells the story of
women-led slave revolts and chronicles scholar Rebecca Hall’s efforts to uncover the truth
about these women warriors who, until now, have been left out of the historical record. Women
warriors planned and led slave revolts on slave ships during the Middle Passage. They fought
their enslavers throughout the Americas. And then they were erased from history. Wake tells
the story of Dr. Rebecca Hall, a historian, granddaughter of slaves, and a woman haunted by
the legacy of slavery. The accepted history of slave revolts has always told her that enslaved
women took a back seat. But Rebecca decides to look deeper, and her journey takes her
through old court records, slave ship captain’s logs, crumbling correspondence, and even the
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forensic evidence from the bones of enslaved women from the “negro burying ground”
uncovered in Manhattan. She finds women warriors everywhere. Using in-depth archival
research and a measured use of historical imagination, Rebecca constructs the likely pasts of
Adono and Alele, women rebels who fought for freedom during the Middle Passage, as well as
the stories of women who led slave revolts in Colonial New York. We also follow Rebecca’s
own story as the legacy of slavery shapes life, both during her time as a successful attorney
and later as a historian seeking the past that haunts her. Illustrated beautifully in black and
white, Wake will take its place alongside classics of the graphic novel genre, like Marjane
Satrapi’s Persepolis and Art Spiegelman’s Maus. The story of both a personal and national
legacy, it is a powerful reminder that while the past is gone, we still live in its wake.
Data is fundamental to the modern world. From economic development, to healthcare, to
education and public policy, we rely on numbers to allocate resources and make crucial
decisions. But because so much data fails to take into account gender, because it treats men
as the default and women as atypical, bias and discrimination are baked into our systems. And
women pay tremendous costs for this bias, in time, money, and often with their lives.
Celebrated feminist advocate Caroline Criado Perez investigates shocking root cause of
gender inequality and research in Invisible Women†‹, diving into women’s lives at home, the
workplace, the public square, the doctor’s office, and more. Built on hundreds of studies in the
US, the UK, and around the world, and written with energy, wit, and sparkling intelligence, this
is a groundbreaking, unforgettable exposé that will change the way you look at the world.
See faster results through everyday feedback. The Feedback Imperative: How to Give
Everyday Feedback to Speed Up Your Team’s Success reveals the hidden reasons why
giving feedback to employees can be so difficult and yet so urgently needed in today’s
workplace, and provides the definitive steps for overcoming feedback avoidance and taking
great leaps forward with employee engagement, retention, and performance. Anna Carroll
applies her extensive research and expertise in business consulting and psychology to
illustrate how brain science, generational trends, our information economy, limiting beliefs, and
organizational culture collide in the new workplace, creating a huge gap between the supply
and demand of helpful professional feedback. In her “Seven Steps to Everyday Feedback”
and sixteen tools for self-assessment and planning, Carroll provides detailed instructions for
leaders to execute a feedback turnaround that will quench their team members’ thirst for
helpful feedback and build a culture in which employee-to-leader and peer-to-peer feedback
are welcome as well.
She Votes is an intersectional story of the women who won suffrage, and those who have
continued to raise their voices for equality ever since. From the first female Principal Chief of
the Cherokee Nation to the first woman to wear pants on the Senate floor, author Bridget
Quinn shines a spotlight on the women who broke down barriers. This book also honors the
100th anniversary of the Nineteenth Amendment with illustrations by 100 women artists. • A
colorful, intersectional account of the struggle for women's rights in the United States •
Features heart-pounding scenes and keenly observed portraits • Includes dynamic women
from Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Audre Lorde She Votes is a refreshing and illuminating book
for feminists of all kinds. Each artist brings a unique perspective; together, they embody the
multiplicity of women in the United States. • From the pen of rockstar author and historian
Bridget Quinn, this book tells the story of women's suffrage. • Perfect for feminists of all ages
and genders who want to learn more about the 19th amendment and the journey to equal
representation • You'll love this book if you love books like Notorious RBG: The Life and Times
of Ruth Bader Ginsburg by Irin Carmon and Shana Knizhnik; Rad American Women A-Z:
Rebels, Trailblazers, and Visionaries who Shaped Our History . . . and Our Future! by Kate
Schatz and Miriam Klein Stahl; and Why I March: Images from The Women's March Around
the World by Abrams Books.
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"Tubbs' connection to these women is palpable on the page — as both a mother and a scholar
of the impact Black motherhood has had on America. Through Tubbs' writing, Berdis, Alberta,
and Louise's stories sing. Theirs is a history forgotten that begs to be told, and Tubbs tells it
brilliantly." — Ibram X. Kendi, #1 New York Times bestselling author of How to Be an Antiracist
and National Book Award winner Stamped from the Beginning Much has been written about
Berdis Baldwin's son James, about Alberta King's son Martin Luther, and Louise Little's son
Malcolm. But virtually nothing has been said about the extraordinary women who raised them.
In her groundbreaking and essential debut The Three Mothers, scholar Anna Malaika Tubbs
celebrates Black motherhood by telling the story of the three women who raised and shaped
some of America's most pivotal heroes. A New York Times Bestsellers Editors' Choice An
Amazon Editor's Pick for February One of theSkimm's "16 Essential Books to Read This Black
History Month" One of Fortune Magazine's "21 Books to Look Forward to in 2021!" One of
Badass Women's Bookclub picks for "Badass Books We Can’t Wait to Read in 2021!" One of
Working Mother Magazine's "21 Best Books of 2021 for Working Moms" One of Ms.
Magazine's "Most Anticipated Reads for the Rest of Us 2021" One of Bustle's "11 Nonfiction
Books To Read For Black History Month — All Written By Women" One of SheReads.com's
"Most anticipated nonfiction books of 2021" Berdis Baldwin, Alberta King, and Louise Little
were all born at the beginning of the 20th century and forced to contend with the prejudices of
Jim Crow as Black women. These three extraordinary women passed their knowledge to their
children with the hope of helping them to survive in a society that would deny their humanity
from the very beginning—from Louise teaching her children about their activist roots, to Berdis
encouraging James to express himself through writing, to Alberta basing all of her lessons in
faith and social justice. These women used their strength and motherhood to push their
children toward greatness, all with a conviction that every human being deserves dignity and
respect despite the rampant discrimination they faced. These three mothers taught resistance
and a fundamental belief in the worth of Black people to their sons, even when these beliefs
flew in the face of America’s racist practices and led to ramifications for all three families’
safety. The fight for equal justice and dignity came above all else for the three mothers. These
women, their similarities and differences, as individuals and as mothers, represent a piece of
history left untold and a celebration of Black motherhood long overdue.
Mernissi recounts the extraordinary stories of fifteen queen s and reflects on the implications
for the ways in which politics is practiced in Islam today, a world in which women are largely
excluded form the political domain.
Declare Y.E.S. loud and clear to create new possibilities in your life and leadership.
From the New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal bestselling author of The
Radium Girls comes another dark and dramatic but ultimately uplifting tale of a forgotten
woman whose inspirational journey sparked lasting change for women's rights and exposed
injustices that still resonate today. 1860: As the clash between the states rolls slowly to a boil,
Elizabeth Packard, housewife and mother of six, is facing her own battle. The enemy sits
across the table and sleeps in the next room. Her husband of twenty-one years is plotting
against her because he feels increasingly threatened—by Elizabeth's intellect, independence,
and unwillingness to stifle her own thoughts. So Theophilus makes a plan to put his wife back
in her place. One summer morning, he has her committed to an insane asylum. The horrific
conditions inside the Illinois State Hospital in Jacksonville, Illinois, are overseen by Dr. Andrew
McFarland, a man who will prove to be even more dangerous to Elizabeth than her traitorous
husband. But most disturbing is that Elizabeth is not the only sane woman confined to the
institution. There are many rational women on her ward who tell the same story: they've been
committed not because they need medical treatment, but to keep them in line—conveniently
labeled "crazy" so their voices are ignored. No one is willing to fight for their freedom and,
disenfranchised both by gender and the stigma of their supposed madness, they cannot
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possibly fight for themselves. But Elizabeth is about to discover that the merit of losing
everything is that you then have nothing to lose... Bestselling author Kate Moore brings her
sparkling narrative voice to The Woman They Could Not Silence, an unputdownable story of
the forgotten woman who courageously fought for her own freedom—and in so doing freed
millions more. Elizabeth's refusal to be silenced and her ceaseless quest for justice not only
challenged the medical science of the day, and led to a giant leap forward in human rights, it
also showcased the most salutary lesson: sometimes, the greatest heroes we have are those
inside ourselves. "The glowing ghosts of the radium girls haunt us still."—NPR Books for The
Radium Girls
Much ink has been spilled over the men of the Mexican Revolution, but far less has been
written about its women. Kathy Sosa, Ellen Riojas Clark, and Jennifer Speed set out to right
this wrong in Revolutionary Women of Texas and Mexico, which celebrates the women of early
Texas and Mexico who refused to walk a traditional path. The anthology embraces an
expansive definition of the word revolutionary by looking at female role models from decades
ago and subversives who continue to stand up for their visions and ideals. Eighteen portraits
introduce readers to these rebels by providing glimpses into their lives and places in history. At
the heart of the portraits are the women of the Mexican Revolution (1910–1920)?—women like
the soldaderas who shadowed the Mexican armies, tasked with caring for and treating the
wounded troops. Filling in the gaps are iconic godmothers? like the Virgin of Guadalupe and La
Malinche whose stories are seamlessly woven into the collective history of Texas and Mexico.
Portraits of artists Frida Kahlo and Nahui Olin and activists Emma Tenayuca and Genoveva
Morales take readers from postrevolutionary Mexico into the present. Portraits include a
biography, an original pen-and-ink illustration, and a historical or literary piece by a
contemporary writer who was inspired by their subject’s legacy. Sandra Cisneros, Laura
Esquivel, Elena Poniatowska, Carmen Tafolla, and other contributors bring their experience to
bear in their pieces, and historian Jennifer Speed’s introduction contextualizes each woman in
her cultural-historical moment. A foreword by civil rights activist Dolores Huerta and an
afterword by scholar Norma Elia Cantú bookend this powerful celebration of women who
revolutionized their worlds.
'For most of history, anonymous was a woman.' Virginia Woolf Everyone knows a forgotten
woman. The ones we hold close to our hearts, the rebels we raise in conversation over a drink,
the pioneering early feminists who have been overlooked for too long. Forgotten Women
redresses the balance. Forgotten Women: The Leaders weaves together 48 (the number of
Nobel-prize-winning women) unforgettable portraits of women who made huge yet
unacknowledged contributions to history, the true pioneers and leaders who deserve to have
had history books written about them, such as Grace O'Malley, the 16th century Irish pirate
queen; Sylvia Rivera, who spearheaded the modern transgender movement; or Agent 355, the
rebel spy who played a vital role in the American Revolution. With evocative illustrations from
the first open international directory of female professional illustrators, womenwhodraw.com,
and in collaboration with the New Historia, an academic initiative designed to document and
promote the achievements of women in history, Broadly editor-in-chief Zing Tsjeng brings
together the stories of the most remarkable female leaders from across the ages.

'To say this series is "empowering" doesn't do it justice. Buy a copy for your daughters,
sisters, mums, aunts and nieces - just make sure you buy a copy for your sons,
brothers, dads, uncles and nephews, too.' - indy100 'Here's to no more forgotten
women.' Evening Standard The women who shaped and were erased from our history.
The Forgotten Women series will uncover the lost histories of the influential women
who have refused over hundreds of years to accept the hand they've been dealt and,
as a result, have formed, shaped and changed the course of our futures. The Leaders
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weaves together 48* unforgettable portraits of the true pioneers and leaders who made
huge yet unacknowledged contributions to history, including: Grace O'Malley, the 16th
century Irish pirate queen Sylvia Rivera, who spearheaded the modern transgender
rights movement Agent 355, the unknown rebel spy who played a pivotal role in the
American Revolution Noor Inayat Khan, who went undercover to spy for the French
Resistance and became Nazi enemy no. 1 Amina of Zazzau, the formidable ancient
Muslim warrior queen of Northern Nigeria Chapters including Rebels; Warriors; Rulers;
Activists and Reformers shine a spotlight on the rebellious women who defied the odds,
and the opposition, to change the world around them. *The number of Nobel-prizewinning women.
By focusing on male leaders of the abolitionist movement, historians have often
overlooked the great grassroots army of women who also fought to eliminate slavery.
Here, Julie Roy Jeffrey explores the involvement of ordinary women--black and
white--in the most significant reform movement prior to the Civil War. She offers a
complex and compelling portrait of antebellum women's activism, tracing its changing
contours over time. For more than three decades, women raised money, carried
petitions, created propaganda, sponsored lecture series, circulated newspapers,
supported third-party movements, became public lecturers, and assisted fugitive slaves.
Indeed, Jeffrey says, theirs was the day-to-day work that helped to keep abolitionism
alive. Drawing from letters, diaries, and institutional records, she uses the words of
ordinary women to illuminate the meaning of abolitionism in their lives, the rewards and
challenges that their commitment provided, and the anguished personal and public
steps that abolitionism sometimes demanded they take. Whatever their position on
women's rights, argues Jeffrey, their abolitionist activism was a radical step--one that
challenged the political and social status quo as well as conventional gender norms.
**FREE SAMPLER** 'To say this series is "empowering" doesn't do it justice. Buy a
copy for your daughters, sisters, mums, aunts and nieces - just make sure you buy a
copy for your sons, brothers, dads, uncles and nephews, too.' - indy100 The women
who shaped and were erased from our history. The Forgotten Women series will
uncover the lost histories of the influential women who have refused over hundreds of
years to accept the hand they've been dealt and, as a result, have formed, shaped and
changed the course of our futures. The Leaders weaves together 48* unforgettable
portraits of the true pioneers and leaders who made huge yet unacknowledged
contributions to history, including: Grace O'Malley, the 16th century Irish pirate queen
Sylvia Rivera, who spearheaded the modern transgender rights movement Agent 355,
the unknown rebel spy who played a pivotal role in the American Revolution Noor
Inayat Khan, who went undercover to spy for the French Resistance and became Nazi
enemy no. 1 Amina of Zazzau, the formidable ancient Muslim warrior queen of Northern
Nigeria Chapters including Rebels; Warriors; Rulers; Activists and Reformers shine a
spotlight on the rebellious women who defied the odds, and the opposition, to change
the world around them. This free sampler gives you a window into their inspiring yet
hidden stories. *The number of Nobel-prize-winning women.
Profiles the fearless, resourceful female leaders of the civil rights movement, including
Ida Wells, who led the protest against lynching, and Jo Ann Robinson, who helped
launch the Montgomery bus boycott.
A New York Times bestseller! Who was at the forefront of women's right to vote? We
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know a few famous names, like Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, but
what about so many others from diverse backgrounds—black, Asian, Latinx, Native
American, and more—who helped lead the fight for suffrage? On the hundredth
anniversary of the historic win for women's rights, it's time to celebrate the names and
stories of the women whose stories have yet to be told. Gorgeous portraits accompany
biographies of such fierce but forgotten women as Yankton Dakota Sioux writer and
advocate Zitkála-Šá, Mary Eliza Church Terrell, who cofounded the National
Association of Colored Women (NACW), and Mabel Ping-Hua Lee, who, at just sixteen
years old, helped lead the biggest parade in history to promote the cause of suffrage.
FINISH THE FIGHT will fit alongside important collections that tell the full story of
America's fiercest women. Perfect for fans of GOOD NIGHT STORIES FOR REBEL
GIRLS and BAD GIRLS THROUGHOUT HISTORY.
This Handbook serves as a starting point for critical analysis and discourse about the
status of women in outdoor learning environments (OLEs). Women choose to
participate actively in outdoors careers, many believing the profession is a level playing
field and that it offers alternatives to traditional sporting activities. They enter outdoor
learning primarily on the strength of their enthusiasm for leading and teaching in natural
environments and assume the field is inclusive, rewarding excellence regardless of
age, gender, socioeconomic status, disability, or ethnicity. However, both research and
collective experiences in OLEs suggest that many women feel invisible, relegated,
marginalized, and undervalued. In response to this marginalization, this Handbook
celebrates the richness of knowledge and practices of women practitioners in OLEs.
Women scholars and practitioners from numerous fields, such as experiential outdoor
education, adventure education, adventure therapy, and gender studies, explore the
implications of their research and practice using poignant examples within their own
disciplines. These insights emerge from similar life experiences as women and outdoor
leaders in the 1970s to the present. Social inequalities still abound in OLEs, and the
Handbook ensures that the contributions of women are highlighted as well as the work
that needs to be done to make these spaces inclusive. Global in perspective and
capacious in content, this one-stop volume is an indispensable reference resource for a
diverse range of academics, including students and researchers in the fields of
education, psychology, sociology, gender studies, geography, and environment studies,
as well as the many outdoors fields.
A lovingly written celebration of the earlier generation of "Rosie the Riveter" reveals the
role of women in the war industry during World War I, describing the dramatic impact of
the conflict on the lives of American women, including their role in promoting women's
rights. (History)
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